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Flight Centre acquires 70 per cent stake in BYOjet
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Flight Centre has made its second online acquisition in as many weeks. Bradley Kanaris

Flight Centre has made its second online acquisition in as many
weeks, taking a 70 per cent stake in the parent company of flight
and accommodation booking website BYOjet.com.
The deal, which has a complex structure but will likely be valued
by Yolanda Redrup

at more than $10 million, follows Flight Centre's acquisition of
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But Flight Centre chief executive Graham Turner said the companies were very
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different and the timing of the acquisitions was accidental, not part of a bigger
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StudentUniverse.com for $US28 million ($39 million).

strategy.
"The acquisition of StudentUniverse took 18 months after we made the first offer,
BYOjet happened significantly later than that," he said.
"We see a significant opportunity there, but it's not tied up with an online strategy."
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Under the terms of the deal, Flight Centre will pay BYOjet's parent company
Professional Performance Systems $2.52 million upfront, plus a second payment for
70 per cent of 6 times the online business' 2016 financial year earnings before interest,
tax, depreciation and amortisation, less the original payment.
There are also options for Flight Centre to acquire the remaining 30 per cent of the
company after the 2018 financial year, at a value of six times EBITDA for FY18.
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GROWTH POTENTIAL
Mr Turner said there was a lot of growth
potential for BYOjet, but that it would
remain separate to Flight Centre.
"We'll be keeping it very separate, and
being relatively hands off," he said.
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The Flight Centre buy-in represents a
new chapter in BYOjet's life, following an
overhaul of the business led by
Disruptive Investment Group (DVI),
which used to hold a 55 per cent stake in
the company.
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costs, focusing on its digital platform and
developing a white label product for
travel agencies to use.
DVI also boosted its platform by merging
it with Check-in.com, doubling its
members and introducing hotels to the
website as well as flights.
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NEXT STEP WAS TO
'SCALE UP'
"In the second half of 2015 the business was profitable and we knew the next step was
really to scale up," Mr Shiffman said.
"We needed a partner that was really big, doing huge volumes of sales and that could
give us the opportunity to take advantage of its international network. The obvious
one that was attractive was Flight Centre."
BYOjet currently operates in Australia, New Zealand and Singapore, but hopes to use
Flight Centre's network to expand.
The deal only took three months to close and Mr Shiffman said the structure of it was
arranged so that DVI shareholders would see the benefit of the growth initiatives.
"We also expect there to be dividends from BYOjet's profits between now and when
we sell the remaining 30 per cent, so we've put that in the agreement too," he said.
But Mr Turner projected a sedate year for travel businesses in 2016.
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"There's not too many places in the world where the travel market is firing, but
corporate travel is going pretty well," he said. "I'm pretty confident that the next 18
months will be OK, but not brilliant."
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